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Abstract—In this work a novel fuzzy rule based prediction
framework is developed for high-quality image zooming. In clas-
sical interpolation based image zooming, resolution is increased
by inserting pixels using certain interpolation techniques. Here,
we propose a patch based image zooming technique, where each
low-resolution (LR) image patch is replaced by an estimated
high-resolution (HR) patch. Since an LR patch can be generated
from any of the many possible HR patches, it would be natural
to develop rules to find different possible HR patches and then
to combine them according to rule strength to get the estimated
HR patch. Here we generate a large number of LR-HR patch
pairs from a collection of natural images, group them into
different clusters and then generate a fuzzy rule for each of these
clusters. The rule parameters are also learned from these LR-
HR patch pairs. As a result an efficient mapping from LR patch
space to HR patch space can be formulated. The performance
of the proposed method is tested on different images, and is
also compared with other representative as well as state-of-the-
art image zooming techniques. Experimental results show that
the proposed method is better than the competing methods and
is capable of reconstructing thin lines, edges, fine details, and
textures in the image efficiently.

Index Terms—Super Resolution, Image Zooming, LR-HR
patch pairs, Fuzzy Rules, Takagi-Sugeno Model, Gaussian mix-
ture model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of Super Resolution (SR) method is to gen-
erate/reconstruct HR image(s) from one or more input LR
images. Accordingly, SR image reconstruction methods may
be broadly categorized into two classes: (i) Multi-frame SR
methods and (ii) Single-frame SR methods. In the classical
multi-frame SR methods [1], [2], [3], [4], multiple LR images
of the same scene with different sub-pixel shifts are taken as
input. Note that SR image reconstruction is an ill-posed prob-
lem, since there exists infinitely many HR images that may
result in the same LR image. Usually a set of constraints is
imposed on the unknown HR image along with a regularization
or prior term to convert the ill-posed SR problem to a well-
posed one. It has direct application in video SR where multiple
frames are available. These methods have been proven to give
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very good results theoretically as well as for synthetic images.
However, they do not work well in most of the cases with real
data.

The other class of SR methods generates the HR image from
a single LR image and are quite popular these days. Bicubic in-
terpolation (or sinc interpolation) is frequently used to increase
the number of pixels in an image. Li and Orchard [5] proposed
an adaptive edge-directed interpolation technique using the lo-
cal covariance. They estimated the high-resolution co-variance
from the low-resolution counterpart based on their geo-metric
duality. Recently, some advanced edge preserving interpolation
methods, viz., Directional Filtering and data fusion method
[6], block-expanding method [7] are proposed. However, it
is a common experience that images resized by interpolation
appear smooth with blurring effect and artifacts near the sharp
edges. Hence, a method that recovers the true HR image
details from its LR version is essential and such methods
are popularly known as single frame SR methods. These
methods are also called Example-Based Super-Resolution [8],
[9], [10], [11] or Image Hallucination [12]. In example-based
SR methods, correspondence between LR and HR image
patches are learned from a collection of LR and HR image
pairs and then that knowledge is applied to a new LR image
to reconstruct its most likely HR version. Images with higher
resolution are often obtained by repeated application of this
process. These algorithms are in general based on image edge
prior [9], [13], [14] or gradient profile prior [15]. Methods
based on learning edge model are also proposed [16], [13],
[17]. Dai et al. [13] propose an edge-preserving interpolation
technique based on a soft edge smoothness measure defined on
a large neighbored system, which is an approximation of the
average length of all level lines in the image. The goal of these
methods is to magnify (zoom) an image while maintaining the
sharpness of the edges and the texture details in the image.
Glasner et al. [10] merge the concepts of both single-frame SR
and multi-frame SR to produce a HR image from a single LR
image. They down-scale the input LR image to further coarser
versions and then learn the correspondence between the LR
and the HR patch pairs (single-frame). Finally, from a bunch
of LR frames thus obtained, several HR images are estimated
and then they are combined to produce the desired HR image.
Another variation of SR algorithms deals with sparse image
patch prior [12], [18]. Mallat and Yu [19] improves the
estimation for SR reconstruction relative to lasso estimators
which compute an l1 norm or a mixed l1 and l2 norms over
blocks of dictionary coefficients. In all these patch prior based
works, it is assumed that LR patches and corresponding HR
patches lie on the same Manifold in l1 space. Hence if a given
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LR patch is a sparse convex combination of LR patches in
a dictionary, the corresponding HR patch may be estimated
using the same convex combination of HR patches in the
dictionary. This is obtained by learning a coupled dictionary in
LR-HR patch feature space. The effectiveness of such sparsity
prior for SR image reconstruction is demonstrated by Yang
et al. [11]. There are a number of extensions of this sparse
estimators available in the literature [20], [21], [22]. Instead of
single sparse dictionary, Purkait and Chanda [20] incorporated
multiple dictionaries for a more detailed prediction. Wang et
al. [21] proposed a semi-coupled dictionary learning model
where the two dictionaries are not fully coupled to give
flexibility to the mapping function for converting an LR image
to a HR image. Dong et al. [22] proposed a non-local auto-
regressive model, which imposes more structural constraints
on the missing pixels to the sparse estimators. They claimed
that their model could reduce much the coherence between the
sampling matrix and the sparse representation dictionary.

On the other context, in the last few decades, there has
been a growing research interest in the applications of soft
computing techniques, such as neural networks and fuzzy
systems, to the problems in digital image processing. That
includes image filtering [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], image
segmentation [28], [29], [30], image classification [31], [32],
[33] and image interpretation [34], [35]. Several fuzzy filters
such as the iterative fuzzy control based filters [36] and
the GOA filter [37] for noise reduction have already been
developed. Most of these state-of-the-art filtering methods are
mainly developed for the reduction of fantailed noise like
impulse noise. Also there are fuzzy techniques that produce
convincing results for additive noise, which is illustrated in
[23] and [38]. Neuro-fuzzy (NF) systems offer the ability of
neural networks to learn from examples and the capability of
fuzzy systems to model the uncertainty which is inevitably
encountered in noisy environments [39]. Chen and Wang [40]
developed an image up-sampling technique using fuzzy sets.
They presented a framework to improve the effectiveness of
traditional interpolation methods. They replaced the original
euclidean distance in the interpolation formula by an adaptive
distance based on local gradient information obtained by
combining fuzzy set theory with genetic learning algorithm.
However, their method does not learn the direct LR-HR rela-
tionship from the training database and is just an improvement
over traditional interpolation based methods.

Fuzzy rule-base systems allow representing the imprecision
which is inherent to the definition of certain concepts. For
instance, the concept close to is intrinsically vague and im-
precise, and its semantics depends (i) on the context in which
objects are embedded, (ii) on the scale of the objects and (iii)
of their environment. Fuzzy systems also allow managing im-
precision embedded in the experts knowledge of the concerned
domain. They constitute an adequate framework for knowledge
representation and reasoning, reducing the semantic gap be-
tween symbolic concepts and numerical data [35]. Fuzzy rule
based systems are suitable for the development of the learning
algorithms for computer vision/image understanding because
they, being a nonlinear knowledge-based methods, are able to
deal with ambiguities in a robust way.

Now, for natural images, different HR patches can result
in an identical LR patch when blurred and down-sampled.
Hence, it would be more effective if we could model each
of the HR possibilities corresponding to a given LR patch
with different fuzzy rules and then output of those rules are
combined according to their strengths of firing to preserve the
spatial coherence. In this work, we learn these fuzzy rules
from a collection of LR-HR patch pairs. Here also we assume
that LR patch feature space and HR patch feature space lie
on the same manifold in Reimann space and use similar kind
of mechanism for learning nonlinear mapping between input
and output space as suggested by Pal et al. [41] for structure
preserving dimensionality reduction. A premature version of
the proposed method and some preliminary results are reported
in [42].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section we describe the main intuition behind the proposed
algorithm, followed by a detail description of the learning
mechanism. The summary of the proposed SR image re-
construction algorithm and comparison of the required time
with other methods are illustrated in Sections III and IV,
respectively. In Section V, we show more results. Finally, we
conclude by mentioning some pros and cons of the proposed
algorithm, and also give some direction for future work in
Section VI.

II. PROPOSED FUZZY MODEL FOR SR
In this section we describe the framework of the proposed

SR technique. We propose a fuzzy rule based system for pre-
dicting HR patches corresponding to each of the LR patches of
an input LR image. It has two phases (i) Offline phase: where
we generate a rule based system, and learn the corresponding
parameters from a collection of LR-HR patch pairs and (ii)
Online phase: where we apply the trained rule based system
on the patches of a test LR image to generate its HR version.
In the following subsections we discuss these two phases in
detail.

A. Data-set Generation
To develop an efficient fuzzy rule based system for predict-

ing HR image from an LR one, a large number (typically in
order of 106) of training pairs of HR-LR patches are required.
We have downloaded a number (a few hundred) of sharp
natural images from www.flickr.com/. Some of those images
are shown in Fig. 1. The color images are first converted
from RGB to YCbCr format. Then only the Y (intensity)
channel is regarded as HR image in our image data-set and is
used for further processing. The other two components, which
contain chromaticity information, are ignored at this stage.
We generate LR versions corresponding to each of these HR
images in the following way:
• Apply a Gaussian blur operator on each of these intensity

(Y) images with a small kernel (size [3×3]; σ = 0.8 for
s = 1.45, σ = 1 for s = 1.6 and σ = 1.2 for s = 2 ). This
kernel mitigates the distortion caused by aliasing.

• Down-sample the blurred image with a resolution factor
s. This is the synthesized LR version of the original
downloaded intensity image.
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• Then up-sample the LR image with the same resolution
factor s by bicubic interpolation. Thus original HR and
corresponding up-sampled LR images are of the same
size. Only difference is that the LR image contains
blurring effects and the ringing noise, whereas the HR
one has sharp edges.

In Fig. 1 we show the formation of LR image in the same
order as stated above.

Fig. 1. Top rows: Some HR downloaded natural images. These color images
are mapped into YCbCr space and only the intensity Y plane is stored. Bottom
row (left to right): LR image formation process in the order as in the text.
Bottom-right image is the LR version of the bottom-left HR image.

The recent works [11], [15], [43] suggest that the derivative
features can represent a patch more efficiently than the actual
intensities. In this work, we use four 1-D derivative operators
δ1 = [−1,0,1], δ2 = δ T

1 , δ3 = [1,0,−2,0,1] and δ4 = δ T
3 to ex-

tract the patch features of the image. We apply these operators
to all the up-sampled LR images. Then from each HR image,
we randomly select some patches (in our experiment, 30000
from each image) of size (n×n). We remove the patches which
do not contain any texture or structure. This is determined
by the variance of the patch. In other words, we remove the
patches having variances < 50. This removes approximately
70% of all patches. Note that, selection of this threshold (on
variance) is not critical, and it is used only to reduce the
computation time and does not affect the performance for
a wide range of values. Then each LR patch feature vector
and the corresponding HR patch vector are normalized to
mean zero and standard deviation one. After normalization,
LR and HR patch pairs are concatenated into a single vector
comprising LR and HR patch-pair x∗ = (x; y) to learn the
fuzzy rules for prediction. For a (n×n) size patch, the length
of the LR patch feature vector is 4∗n2 and that for HR patch
vector is n2.

B. Fuzzy rule learning

Let us denote our training data-set consisting of a set of LR
patches by {x1,x2, . . . ,xN | xi ∈Rp} and the corresponding HR
patches by {y1,y2, . . . ,yN | yi ∈ Rq}. Here, p = 4∗n2, q = n2

for patches of size n× n and N is the number of patches in

the data-set. We concatenate corresponding patch pairs, so the
resultant LR-HR patch-pair data-set is represented as

X∗ = {(xi; yi) ∈ Rp+q, i = 1,2, . . . ,N} (1)

where (xi; yi) is the ith LR-HR patch-pair in the data-set.
We partition our patch-pair data-set X∗ into C clusters with

cluster centroids

V ∗ = {(vx
c; vy

c) ∈ Rp+q, c = 1,2, . . . ,C}. (2)

where (vx
c; vy

c) is the cth cluster center.
Here, we assume that input LR patch feature space and

output HR patch space lie on the same manifold. Therefore,
after clustering the LR and HR patch features simultaneously,
if there is a cluster in the LR patch feature space with centroid
vx

c, then the corresponding points in the HR patch space are
likely to form a cluster around vy

c. Suppose there is a good
cluster around (vx

c; vy
c) in the patch-pair space, then for any

patch-pair (xi; yi) in that cluster: if ‖xi− vx
c‖ is small then

‖yi− vy
c‖ would also be small. In other words, if vx

c be an
rough estimate of an LR patch feature xi then vy

c would be
a rough estimate of the corresponding HR patch yi. Thus,
for each cluster a rule can be written expressing this concept
of prototype. Combining all those rules we get a locally
continuous and smooth predictor that maps input LR patch
to an appropriate HR patch.

C. Fuzzy rule Identification scheme

We formulate the rule in respect of the cth cluster following
Takagi-Sugeno (TS) model [44] as

RT S
c : If x is CLOSE to vx

c then y = uc(x,vy
c). (3)

The behavior of the function uc(.) from input LR patch
feature space to HR patch space relies on the neighborhood
of vy

c. This set of C rules forms an initial rule base for HR
patch prediction. Now as the LR patch feature space is p-
dimensional, i.e., x ∈ Rp, the antecedent part of RT S

c can be
viewed as a conjunction of p atomic clauses:

If x is CLOSE to vx
c ≈


If x1 is CLOSE to vx

c1
AND If x2 is CLOSE to vx

c2
. . .

AND If xp is CLOSE to vx
cp

 .

(4)
Note that, the right-hand-side of (4) is one of the plausible in-
terpretations of the left-hand-side and they are not necessarily
identical. We compute the response πc j(x j) of each individual
clauses “If x j is CLOSE to vx

c j” and then choose a T-norm for
the intersection of these p clauses to get the firing strength of
the cth rule.

Since the consequent part y ∈Rq is a q-dimensional vector,
the cth rule RT S

c corresponds to q different rules as

RT S
c j : If x is CLOSE to vx

c then y j = uc j(x,vy
c j), j = 1,2, . . . ,q,

(5)
with the following linear mapping for each component:

uc j(x,vy
c j) = dc j0.v

y
c j +dc j1.x1 + . . .+dc jp.xp,

c = 1,2, . . . ,C; j = 1,2, . . . ,q.
(6)
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In (6) dc ji; i = 0,1, . . . , p, are the parameters to be identified.
Thus the output HR patch pixels are linear combinations of
centroids vy

c j and the input LR patch feature vector x. Now,
uc j is the jth consequent of the cth rule. Then we combine the
C different responses to get a combined response y j. We use
the conventional way [44] of combining the rules as:

y j =
∑

C
c=1 αc.uc j(x,vy

c j)

∑
C
c=1 αc

, j = 1,2, . . . ,q; (7)

where, αc is the firing strength of the cth rule RT S
c computed

using a T-norm over p atomic clauses in (4). Since vy
c j is given

(a constant), without loss of generality we denote dc j0.v
y
c j as

dc j0 and identify it efficiently along with the other parameters
dc ji (i = 1,2, . . . , p).

D. Choice of antecedent membership functions

In order to get the firing strength for each rule, we need
to define the membership function for each of the p atomic
clauses: “x j is CLOSE to vx

c j” and to choose a T-norm to
combine those clauses. Different choices of antecedent mem-
bership functions such as triangular, trapezoidal and Gaussian
are possible, and the choice of membership function affects
the result of our algorithm in its own way though not much.
Here we use a popular membership function, namely Gaussian
function as it is differentiable everywhere and in this case
has only two parameters (vc j,σc j). This is initialized using
information from the clusters and then tuned further very
easily. To be more explicit, “x j is CLOSE to vx

c j” is modeled
by:

πc j(x j; vc j,σc j) = exp(−
(x j− vc j)

2

σ2
c j

). (8)

The spread of the membership function σc j can be initialized
by the standard deviation of the jth component of the LR
feature vectors in the training data that are included in the cth

cluster.
For the intersection of the p clauses to get the firing strength

of the cth rule, we may choose any of the T-norms from [45].
The most common choice of T-norm is the product or min.
As min is not differentiable, we could use a softer version of
min that is differentiable. A way of defining the so f tmin is as
follows:

αc := so f tmin(πc1,πc2, . . . ,πcp, t) =
(

π t
c1 +π t

c2 + . . .π t
cp

p

) 1
t

.

Note that the so f tmin approaches to the true minimum as
t → −∞. However, here the issue of computational cost is
involved. For a typical 7×7 patch, the number of clauses (i.e.,
dimension of feature vector) is 4∗72 = 196. So, for one rule
we need to compute (196+1) exponentials and there are 100
such rules (for a typical choice, C = 100). And we need to do
this computation for every LR patch during training as well as
testing. This results in a very slow SR technique. Hence it is
more natural to use computationally less expensive product
operator defined as: αc = Π

p
j=1πc j. Then the rule strength

combining p clauses with Gaussian membership reduces to

αc = Π
p
j=1πc j(x j; vc j,σc j).

= Π
p
j=1 exp

(
− (x j−vc j)

2

σ2
c j

)
i.e.

αc = exp

(
−

p

∑
j=1

(x j− vc j)
2

σ2
c j

)
. (9)

Here instead of computing 4 ∗ n2 + 1 exponentials, we need
to compute only one exponential and we could not find any
noticeable difference in the output. The main concern here
is that the product of those numbers (each of them is less
than one) or exponential of large negative number results a
number close to zero. Then how can we use this fast operator?
The answer lies in the defuzzification process of combining
the consequents of those C rules. As in equation (7), we
are normalizing the rule strength by µc = ∑

C
c=1 αc during the

rule aggregation, the final output is computed as a convex
combination of the consequents of C rules. Therefore, even if
the products are close to zero, due to the normalization they
take moderate values.

Since there is a strong correlation between a pixel and its
neighborhood, the feature vectors associated with a pixel and
its neighborhood are also related. In the above settings of the
proposed model, the way we have divided each rule RT S

c in (4)
into p independent clauses and then combined them using a
T-norm (9), we are not exploiting the dependency. This strong
dependency can be embedded (exploited) if we use Maha-

lanobis distance
√
(x−vc)T Σc

−1(x−vc) in the exponential of

(9) instead of normalized Euclidean distance
√

∑
p
j=1

(x j−vc j)2

σ2
c j

.

The parameters (vc,Σ
−1
c ) could be obtained by clustering the

data set into C different clusters as (2) where vc and Σ−1
c are

the cluster center and the inverse of variance-covariance matrix
of the cth cluster. The K-means algorithm is widely used
for clustering, but the required parameters can be calculated
more efficiently if we use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
for clustering and parameter estimation. We do not claim
here that GMM would do better clustering than the K-means
algorithm rather the parameters (vc,Σ

−1
c ) can be computed

more efficiently using GMM. Another potential choice would
be to use the Gustafson-kessel clustering algorithm [46].

E. Clustering Using Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)

In this section we discuss partitioning our training data-
set (1) into C clusters (2). A Gaussian mixture density is a
weighted sum of C component densities given by the equation

f (x∗; λ ) =
C

∑
c=1

τc fc(x∗; λc) (10)

where x∗ = (x;y) is a patch-pair in the data-set, fc(x∗; λc),
c = 1,2, . . . ,C is the density of cth component parameterized
by λc, c = 1,2, . . . ,C; and τc, c = 1,2, . . . ,C is the mixture
weight. Each component density is a (p+q)-variate Gaussian
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function of the form

fc(x∗; λc)=
1

(2π)(p+q)/2|Σ∗c |1/2 exp{−1
2
(x∗−v∗c)

T
Σ
∗
c
−1(x∗−v∗c)}

(11)
with mean vector v∗c = [vx

c; vy
c] and the covariance matrix

Σ∗c = [Σx
c,σ

xy
c ; Σ

yx
c ,σ y

c ]. The mixture weights τc satisfy the
constraint that 0 < τc < 1 and ∑

C
c=1 τc = 1. The Gaussian

mixture density is completely parameterized by the mean vec-
tors v∗c , covariance matrices Σ∗c and mixture weights τc from
all component densities. These parameters are collectively
represented by the notation

λ = {λc|λc = (τc,v∗c ,Σ
∗
c), c = 1,2, . . . ,C} . (12)

While clustering using GMM, we eventually seek for the
parameters λ that maximize the log-likelihood of the mixture
densities (10) with constraints 0 < τc < 1 and ∑

C
c=1 τc = 1 over

all points x∗ in the data-set X∗, i.e.,

λ̂ = argmaxλ [∑x∗∈X∗ log( f (x∗; λ ))]
= argmaxλ

[
∑x∗∈X∗ log(∑C

c=1 τc fc(x∗; λc))
]
.

(13)

This optimization is done using Expectation-Maximization
algorithm [47]. A nonnegative regularization parameter is
added to the diagonal of covariance matrices Σ∗c to make
them positive-definite. Therefore, for each cluster we have a
cluster centers v∗c and corresponding covariance matrices Σ∗c .
We extract the components of (v∗c ,Σ∗−1

c ) corresponding to first
p dimensions and denote it by (vc,Σ

−1
c ) which is nothing but

the mean and inverse of variance covariance matrix of only LR
patch feature vectors of the cth cluster. Then the rule strength
(9) of the rule in (5) may be rewritten as:

αc = exp
(
−1

2
(x−vc)

T
Σc
−1(x−vc)

)
. (14)

Note that,
√

(x−vc)T Σc
−1(x−vc) is the Mahalanobis dis-

tance between a point x and cth cluster center vc. If the
covariance matrix Σc is diagonal so is Σ−1

c , then the distance
becomes the normalized Euclidean distance and in that case
rule strength (14) is identical with (9). Now one can argue
that GMM is the key of the proposed model for efficient
upsampling. So we adapt the Gaussian mixture regression
(GMR) based prediction mechanism of Tian et al. [48] in the
image upsampling framework. The joint density (10) can also
be expressed as the sum of the products of the marginal density
of x, and the probability density function of y conditioned on
x:

f (x,y) =
C

∑
c=1

τc fc(y|x; mc,σ
2
c ) fc(x; vx

c,Σ
x
c) (15)

where the mean and the variance of the conditional distribution
can be acquired in closed form by

mc(x) = vy
c +Σ

yx
c Σ

x
c
−1(x− vx

c) (16)

σ
2
c = Σ

y
c−Σ

yx
c Σ

x
c
−1

Σ
xy
c (17)

Similarly, the marginal distribution

f (x) = ∑
y

f (x,y) =
C

∑
c=1

τc fc(x; vx
c,Σ

x
c)

is also a mixture.

The global regression function can be obtained by

f (y|x) = f (x,y)
f (x)

=
∑

C
c=1 τc fc(y|x; mc,σ

2
c ) fc(x; vx

c,Σ
x
c)

∑
C
c=1 τc fc(x; vx

c,Σ
x
c)

i.e.

f (y|x) =
C

∑
c=1

wc fc(y|x; mc,σ
2
c )

where the mixing weights wc are defined as

wc(x) =
τc fc(x; vx

c,Σ
x
c)

∑
C
j=1 τ j f j(x; vx

j,Σ
x
j)
. (18)

Then the general regression formula is of the form

y = m(x) = E(y|x) =
C

∑
c=1

wc(x)mc(x) (19)

where mc(x) and wc(x) can be computed from (16) and
(18) respectively. We compare our results with this GMR
based prediction along with other methods and details of the
experiments are discussed in the experiment section.

As pointed out by Takagi and Sugeno [44], given a set of
rules with fixed antecedents, optimizing the parameters of the
consequent equations with respect to training data reduces to a
linear least square estimation. This problem can be solved very
easily and the details are described in the following section.

F. Estimation of Consequent parameters

To estimate the appropriate set of consequent parameters
dc ji, we formulate the problem as a linear least square opti-
mization problem [44]. Let, µic =

αic
∑

C
c=1 αic

be the normalized

firing strength of the cth rule RT S
c at xi, accordingly we rewrite

(7) as

yi j =
C

∑
c=1

µic.(dc j0 +dc j1.xi1 + . . .+dc jp.xip). (20)

Reshuffling the parameters, the above equation may also be
written in the following form:

yi j =
C

∑
c=1

(dc j0.µic +dc j1.xi1µic + . . .+dc jp.xip.µic). (21)

We fix the parameters of the antecedent membership functions
of the initial rule base, then estimate the rest of the consequent
parameters:

D j =(d1 j0 d2 j0 . . .dC j0 d1 j1 d2 j1 . . . dC j1 . . . d1 jp d2 jp . . . dC jp)
T

using our patch-pair data-set (21). Since our training data-
set X∗ consists of a set of N LR-HR patch pairs, X =
(x1,x2, . . . ,xN)

T and Y = (y1,y2, . . . ,yN)
T , (21) gives us a

system of linear equations [41]

Y = A∗D (22)
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where D = (D1D2 . . .Dq)(p+1)C×q and
A =

µ11 . . .µ1C µ11.x11 . . .µ1C.x11 . . . µ11.x1p . . .µ1C.x1p
µ21 . . .µ2C µ21.x21 . . .µ2C.x21 . . . µ21.x21 . . .µ2C.x2p

. . . . . . . . .
µN1 . . .µNC µN1.xN1 . . .µNC.xN1 . . . µN1.xN1 . . .µNC.xN p

 .

(23)
Here YN×q is a matrix of output values and AN×C(p+1) is
a matrix with predefined xi j and corresponding membership
values µc j. The matrix DC(p+1)×q contains all the parameters
to be estimated. These parameters are estimated using the
least square estimation (LSE) method, which minimizes the
following error

D̂ = min
D
‖Y −AD‖2

2 . (24)

This leads to the direct solution D̂ = (AT A)−1ATY . However,
for a moderate sized data-set, the method may end up with
a unstable solution due to large number [(p+ 1)×C× q] of
unknown parameters dc ji. So we regularize over the solution
space by adding a constraint in LSE. In other words, we
minimize the following expression instead

D̂ = min
D
‖Y −AD‖2

2 + γ‖D‖2
2 (25)

which is the popularly known as Ridge Regression and gives
the solution of the form

D̂ =
(
AT A+ γI

)−1
ATY (26)

where I is an identity matrix and γ is the regularization
parameter that controls the smoothness of the solution.

Now if the dimension of AT A is very large (which is pro-
portional to patch-size and number of clusters), computation
of
(
AT A+ γI

)−1 requires a lot of memory and is also time
consuming. In that case we may use gradient descent to find
a solution of the regularized minimization problem (25). This
is what we do and get quite satisfactory results.

G. Further tuning of the parameters

In section II-F, we have estimated the consequent pa-
rameters D of the TS model by minimizing the regularized
least square error assuming that the antecedent parameters are
fixed. We have also discussed about the antecedent parameters
(vc,Σ

−1
c ) of the initial rule based system in section II-E. We

take those as an initial choice for the parameters and then
we further refine all the parameters including those of the
antecedent membership functions to minimize the regularized
least square error on our training data-set:

{D̂, λ̂}= min
D, λ

[
‖Y −AD‖2

2 + γ‖D‖2
2
]

(27)

where γ is the regularization parameter that gives a stable
solution. When the training data are large even a lower
emphasis on the regularization term may yield a good so-
lution. This hybrid learning can improve the performance of
our model because the objective function minimized by the
clustering algorithm and the objective function that a rule
base should minimize are not the same. Here, we use an EM

(expectation-maximization)-type algorithm for finding the op-
timal antecedent membership parameters λ = {(vc,Σ

−1
c ), c =

1,2, . . . ,C} as well as the optimal consequent parameters D j.
In this hybrid algorithm, first we estimate the antecedent
parameters keeping the consequent parameters fixed, and in the
next stage, estimate the consequent parameters with the mod-
ified antecedent parameters. These two steps are iterated until
stabilization. This process begins with antecedent parameters
found by clustering and the consequent parameters estimated
using LSE method.

E-step: In this step, it is assumed that consequent parame-
ters D(t) are fixed. Based on that the antecedents parameters λ

of the rule base are estimated. Thus the optimization problem
(27) becomes

λ̂ = min
λ

[
‖Y −AD(t)‖2

2

]
. (28)

The parameters λc =(vc,Σ
−1
c ) are tuned using gradient descent

method to minimize the error E = ‖Y −AD(t)‖2
2 as

v(t+1)
c = v(t)c −αv

[
∂E
∂vc

]
(t)

(29)

and
Σ
−1
c

(t+1)
= Σ

−1
c

(t)−α
Σ−1

[
∂E

∂Σ
−1
c

]
(t)

, (30)

where αv and α
Σ−1 are gradient descent step sizes along v and

Σ−1 respectively and [.](t) are the refinements obtained from

the gradients by substituting the parameters {v(t)c ,Σ−1
c

(t)
,D(t)}

after tth iteration. Both the step sizes are taken very small, and
α

Σ−1 is much smaller than αv. The gradients are calculated as
follows:

∂E
∂vc

= ∑i (Yi−AiD)DT
[

∂Ai
∂ µic

]T
∂ µic
∂vc

∂E
∂Σ
−1
c

= ∑i (Yi−AiD)DT
[

∂Ai
∂ µic

]T
∂ µic
∂Σ
−1
c

(31)

where ∂ µic
∂vc

= ∂ µic
∂αic

[
∂αic
∂vc

]
= 1

(∑c αic)2

[
∂αic
∂vc

]
= αic

(∑c αic)2 Σ−1
c (xi−vc)

(32)

and ∂ µic
∂Σ
−1
c

= ∂ µic
∂αic

[
∂αic
∂Σ
−1
c

]
= 1

(∑c αic)2

[
∂αic
∂Σ
−1
c

]
=− αic

(∑c αic)2 (xi−vc)
T (xi−vc)Î

(33)

where Yi and Ai are the ith row of Y and A respectively that
correspond to the ith point in the data-set as in (22) and Î is
the matrix whose all elements are one.

M-step: In this step, the modified antecedent parameters
λc = (v(t+1)

c , Σ−1
c

(t+1)
) are kept fixed and, the consequent

parameters D are estimated. Here the optimization problem
(27) becomes

D̂ = min
D

[
‖Y −A(t+1)D‖2

2 + γ‖D‖2
2

]
, (34)

where the matrix A(t+1) in (21) is recomputed with the
modified antecedent membership parameters obtained in the
E-step. Consequently, the consequent parameters are updated
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as:
D(t+1) =

(
AT (t+1)

A(t+1)+ γI
)−1

AT (t+1)
Y (35)

where t indicates the iteration number.
We do the above two steps iteratively and the stopping

criterion could be either when the global error value (27)
becomes less than a predefined threshold or when the number
of iterations reaches a predefined number. Moreover, such a
two-stage hybrid scheme for tuning the consequents along
with the membership parameters is justified, because when the
membership parameters are altered, the LSE based estimate of
the consequents may not remain optimal.

However, in this hybrid scheme, since the initial antecedent
memberships are judiciously chosen based on cluster analysis,
they are likely to form a reasonably good set of linguistic
values. LSE estimate of the consequent parameters keeping the
antecedent membership fixed results in a fairly good rule based
system. At the end of this offline phase, we have identified a
set of C fuzzy rules along with all its parameters which we
use in the future up-sampling process.

III. UP-SCALING OF THE TEST IMAGE

After tuning the antecedent and consequent parameters, our
rule based system is ready to do up-scaling of test images.
As our model is trained to estimate HR patch from bicubic
interpolated patch (section II-A), we up-sample the input LR
image using bicubic interpolation with a resolution factor s.
We divide the input image into overlapping patches (7× 7
patch-size with 3-pixel overlap) and extract LR feature vector
xi corresponding to each patch as discussed in the Section
II-A. During extraction of the patches, we also store the mean
and variance of each of the LR patches. It is assumed that
LR and HR patches have the same mean intensity. It has
already been observed [11] that the standard deviation of
HR patch is approximately 1.2 times the standard deviation
of corresponding LR patch. Accordingly, we get mean and
standard deviation of the estimated HR patch from that of
the LR patch itself. We compute the membership value αic
of each LR patch feature vector xi and then compute the
normalized rule strength µic for each of the rules. We use the
tuned fuzzy rules to generate the corresponding normalized
HR patch using (22). For each LR patch feature vector, we
calculate the matrix A as in (23) and then multiply it with
the trained antecedent parameters D to get all the plausible
HR patches of the corresponding LR one, i.e., Y = A∗D. The
estimated HR patch is then rescaled to make its mean equal
to that of the corresponding LR patch and variance equal to
1.2 times the variance of that LR patch. We rearrange each
estimated HR patch vector yi into n×n array and place it in
the corresponding location of xi. We simply take the average
of the overlapping portions of the estimated HR patches.
Fianlly, the HR image is estimated by applying the back-
projection technique (Section 3.3 of [20]) so that the LR image
formulation constraint is satisfied. Thus, the proposed method
up-samples an LR image by a fixed resolution factor s. Higher
resolution images may be generated by repeated application
of this process. A more detailed description of the parameters
used in the proposed algorithm is given in Section V-A.

A. Selective patch processing

Natural images typically contain large smooth regions,
strong discontinuities, such as edges and corners as well as
textures. Although simple interpolation methods for image up-
scaling, e.g., bilinear or bicubic interpolation, result in notice-
able artifacts, e.g., ringing, jaggies and blurring effects high-
frequency regions, they perform reasonably well on smooth
regions. Figure 2 illustrates this fact, where we upscale Lena
image with a resolution factor s = 1.6 and display some image
patches with different root-mean-square-error (RMSE) due to
(i) bicubic interpolation and (ii) fuzzy rule based system. The
six eaxmples on the left part show the patches where the
results of both methods are comparable both qualitatively and
quantitatively, while the right part reveals that the fuzzy rule
based SR method outperforms the bicubic interpolation.

Bicubic
RMSE 2.2 2.5 3.3 4.6 5.6 5.8 8.8 16.7 18.6 20.7 24.2 25.5

Proposed
RMSE 2.1 2.5 3.7 4.6 5.6 5.2 7.2 10.1 15.6 19.2 21.6 23.9

Original

Fig. 2. The six image patches on the left-half are some of the patches where
bicubic interpolation and fuzzy rule based prediction give comparable results
in terms of RMSE. The six patches on the right-half are some of the patches
where fuzzy rule based prediction definitely gives better results in terms of
RMSE.

Similar observation has also been reported by Yang et al.
[11]. Based on these observations, we may selectively process
those highly textured regions or rough regions using our fuzzy
rule based technique and simply apply the cheaper bicubic
interpolation on the remaining patches that are smooth. This
saves a significant amount of computation. In this work we
measure the roughness of a patch by the variance of its feature
vector x. If it is high then the corresponding patch probably
belongs to a textured region; otherwise, to a smooth region. We
choose a threshold judiciously to decide the appropriate class
for the patch, and consequently the up-scaling method. The
detailed description of the threshold parameter is mentioned
in the last paragraph of Section V-A.

B. Back-projection to satisfy the constraints

The fundamental constraint of SR image reconstruction is
that the reconstructed HR image X should be consistent with
the input LR image Y , i.e., the observed LR image Y supposed
to be a blurred and down-sampled version of the solution X .
Mathematically,

Y =↓s GX + e (36)

This can be written in terms of energy function in least square
estimation sense as

X̂ = argmin
X

[‖Y− ↓s GX‖2
2 +λ |∇X |1] (37)

Here, G represents a blurring filter and ↓s is the down-sampling
operator with factor s. Therefore, finally the HR image is
estimated by solving (37) using an iterative method as shown
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next [49]:

Xt+1 = Xt + γGT ↑s (Y− ↓s GXt)+λ (I−SxSy)sign(∇X) (38)

where Xt is the estimated HR image after the t-th iteration, γ is
an iterative constant and ↑s denotes the up-sampling by a factor
s. Sx snd Sy are shift operators along row and column direction
by one pixel. X0 is initialized by the output of the fuzzy-
rule based predictor system. We take the result X∗ from back-
projection as the final estimate of HR image. We summarize
the proposed algorithm in the following sub-section.

C. Summary of proposed algorithm

Here we concisely present the proposed SR method, com-
prising two phases: (1) Offline phase - where a rule base
is developed and its parameters are learned from a data-set
of LR-HR patch pairs, and (ii) Online phase - where HR
image is predicted from a test LR image by the rule base
developed in the offline phase. Accordingly, the entire SR
process is summarized using two compact procedures named
Offline Phase and Online Phase as described next.

Offline phase : Developing a fuzzy rule based system for
single-frame SR
Input: A collection of sharp natural images, number of
clusters C, patch size n and resolution factor s.
Output: The fuzzy-rules and corresponding estimated an-
tecedent and consequent parameters.

1) Build a data-set of LR-HR patch pairs from the collection
of HR images as discussed in Section II-A.

2) Discard patches with low variance.
3) Do clustering on the data-set of remaining patch pairs

using GMM (as stated in Section II-E), which produces C
cluster centers vc and corresponding variance-covariance
matrices Σ−1

c of the clusters.
4) Generate a fuzzy rule corresponding to each of the

clusters (as described in Section II-C) and use TS model
for HR patch prediction (7).

5) Estimate consequent parameters D from the initial rule
base using the training data-set (see Section II-F).

6) The antecedent and consequent parameters are further
tuned using an EM algorithm (as discussed in Section
II-G).

IV. TIME COMPARISON

Glasner et al. [10] have down-scaled input LR images to
a further coarser scale and then learned the correspondence
between the LR and the HR patches. They have also esti-
mated multiple HR frames from a bunch of LR frames and
then combined those HR frames to produce the final output.
This two-step method requires a huge number of nearest
neighborhood patch comparison which is computationally very
expensive. Raanan Fattal [16] has extracted some spatial
statistical features from the input LR image and estimated cor-
responding HR edge map from Edge-Frame Continuity Moduli
tables, which are obtained by minimizing an error function

Online phase : SR using the fuzzy rule based system
Input: Fuzzy rule based system, the estimated antecedent and
consequent parameters, an LR test image and the resolution
factor s.
Output: Super Resolution image with resolution factor s.

1) Divide the test image into overlapping patches and then
extract LR patch feature vector for each patch as was
done during training data-set generation in Section II-A.

2) Compute and store the mean and variance of each LR
patch.

3) Calculate rule firing strength for each LR patch feature
vector and then compute rule strength matrix A for all
patches (23).

4) The predicted patches are obtained by multiplying rule
strength matrix A with consequent parameters D as in
(22).

5) Adjust the intensity of the predicted HR patch by the
mean and 1.2 times the variance of corresponding LR
patch.

6) Make an average of all the predicted HR patches in
overlapping region of the patches.

7) Back-project this generated image to the LR one to get
the estimated HR image with resolution factor s.

8) Apply steps (2)− (8) repeatedly until the SR image with
desired resolution factor is achieved.

corresponding to Gauss-Markov Random Field model using
conjugate descent optimization techniques. This optimization
system is poorly conditioned, due to the fact that it has weak
interactions across edges and strong interactions in the flat
regions, and takes a significant amount of time. Sun et al.
[15] have learned the relationship between gradient profile
sharpness of HR image and LR images. They have embedded
gradient field correspondence during the back-projection as the
HR image prior. This is computationally somewhat cheaper
but still requires a significant amount of time. Yang et al.
[11] and Purkait and Chanda [20] have assumed that if an LR
patch is a sparse convex combination of some LR patches in
a Dictionary then the HR patch may be estimated as the same
sparse convex combination of corresponding HR patches in
the dictionary. Therefore, for each patch they need to estimate
corresponding sparse convex combination of LR patches in the
dictionary which is also computationally quite expensive.

In contrast, the proposed method is significantly faster than
the existing methods because in our case for each patch we
need to compute only a normalized membership vector A of
size 1× c(p+ 1) and multiplication of two matrices (i.e., A
and D) is required in the defuzzification step. The computation
time is further reduced by selective patch processing. However,
time required in the proposed method is comparable with
Freedman and Fattal [43] where they learn the patch corre-
spondence from the image itself by some nearly bi-orthogonal
filters without solving the implicit back-projection equations.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented our algorithm using MATLAB 7.6 on
a Linux Server with 500GB of RAM and 80 Intel cores of 3.6-
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GHz. We have used mex code for some of the subroutines to
speed up the process. For training (off-line) purpose we have
used this machine, however during testing a standard desktop
can zoom a sufficiently large image within a reasonable
amount of time. It typically takes less than 5 seconds for a
typical 200×200 LR image to upscale with resolution factor
4 on an average machine. However, this quantity is totally
dependent on the size of the LR image, patch-size, number of
clusters, resolution factor and percentage of smooth patches.
In the following section we provide details of the parameters
taken for this model-based zooming method.

A. Detail description of the parameters

We have chosen small up-scaling factors (s = 2,s = 1.6 and
s = 1.45) in our experiments. SR images with even higher up-
scaling factors may be generated by applying the algorithm
required number of times. For example, to up-scale images
with a resolution factor 3 we need to apply the proposed
algorithm 3-times with resolution factor s = 1.45. When
working with color images, the input image is first converted
from RGB to YCbCr. Then the proposed SR algorithm is
applied on Y (intensity) channel only, and for the rest of the
components (i.e., Cb and Cr which are usually low frequency
channels and store the chromatic information only) we use
bicubic interpolation. The three modified components are then
combined and converted back to RGB to get the estimated
color SR image.

In patch based techniques, it is observed that 5×5 to 10×10
patch sizes are good choice for processing. In our experiment
we have chosen 1,000,000 patches of size 7× 7, and then
have clustered them into C = 100 clusters. It is observed that
if we increase the number of clusters, usually the quality of
the image gets improved at the cost of increased computation
time and memory requirement. However, for large number of
clusters it is difficult to do SR on a limited hardware. We have
experimentally seen that use of more than 100 clusters does not
improve quality of the images significantly, and 100 clusters
work well on a regular desktop. The details of the experiment
are described in Section V-D. It is also observed that with 100
clusters the proposed system produces results that are at least
comparable to those of state-of-the-art techniques. Thus, the
size of each LR feature vector is 4∗72 = 196 and the size of
A for the training data is 1,000,000×100∗ (196+1).

The regularizing parameter γ in Eq. (34) can be taken as any
small positive number for sufficiently large data-set (number
of non-repetitive patch-pairs N > 100∗ (196+1)). In Section
V-E, we would show experimentally how the results depend
upon different values of the regularizing parameter and it gives
the best results with regularization parameter near γ = 1.

For selective patch processing, we apply a threshold on the
variance of LR patch feature vectors x to classify the patches
as ’smooth’ and textured’, so that only textured patches are
predicted using the proposed fuzzy rule based system and the
rest are zoomed by bicubic interpolation. The percentage of
patches to be classified as textured ones completely depends
on the threshold value and the scene itself. We have selected
the threshold value as 50 based on the observation that

7× 7 patches with variance less than 50 appear significantly
smooth. Incidentally this threshold value selects, on an average
(calculated over the 14 images mentioned in Tables I and II),
around 30% patches as textured, and produces good quality
HR images in a very small amount of time. Since the bicubic
interpolation is also a reasonably good zooming method, some
variation of the threshold around 50 is not expected to change
the visual quality of the zoomed image noticeably.

Fig. 3. Some examples of images taken for testing. From left to right and
top to bottom: starfish, tiger, fire, monarch, KNhair, baboon, lenna, monarch
2, mickey, Morocco man, baby-head, peppers, airplane, barbara, and zebra.

B. Quantitative evaluation of performance

We have chosen some benchmark images to evaluate the
proposed algorithm and also to compare it with the state-
of-the-art methods. Those images are shown in Fig. 3. For
a quantitative comparison, we downscale the actual HR im-
ages to its LR version [see section II-A], and then generate
SR images by the proposed method and also by the other
methods. The quantitative comparisons are made between the
reconstructed SR image and the actual HR image. Peak signal-
to-noise ratio (PSNR), Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index [50]
and Feature SIMilarity (FSIM) index [51] are chosen as the
quantitative measures for the comparison. We compare the
performance of the proposed algorithm with that of Li et al.
[5] (NEDI), Zhang and Wu [52] (SAI), Mallat et al. [19]
(SME), Purkait and Chanda [20] (Topic), Dong et al. [22]
(NARM), Dai et al. [13] (Soft-cut), and Wang et al. [21]
(SCDL). We also compare the performance of the Fuzzy Rule-
based predictor with that of the GMR (19), ahich is another
kind of predictors though never used for image upsampling.
This comparison is very relevant because Gaussian Mixture
Model is the baseline for both the methods. In Fig. 4, we have
shown the results on the baby-head image with a resolution
factor s = 2 using different methods. The proposed Fuzzy
Rule-based method produces results comparable to those by
the other state-of-the-art methods qualitatively. However, the
proposed method marginally outperforms the existing ones in
terms of quantitative measures. Figure 4 also shows the time
required (in seconds) using different methods. This reveals that
the proposed method is faster than the state-of-the-art methods.
We fix the parameters (best performing across different images
as discussed in Section V-A) and apply the same to all the
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test images. The quantitative measures on different SR images
using various methods are displayed in Table I.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 4. Reconstructed HR images (zooming factor s = 2) of baby-head by
different interpolation methods. Images from top-left to bottom-right are (a)
Input LR Image, upsampled image using (b) Bicubic (PSNR = 32.34 dB,
SSIM = 0.8077, FSIM = 0.9211), Time = 0.003s; (c) NEDI [5] (PSNR =
33.83 dB, SSIM = 0.8489, FSIM = 0.9372), Time = 0.003s; (d) SAI [52]
(PSNR = 32.83 dB, SSIM = 0.8306,FSIM = 0.9341), Time = 10.57s; (e)
SME [19] (PSNR = 34.05 dB, SSIM = 0.8488, FSIM = 0.9410), Time =
190.38s; (f) Topic [20] (PSNR = 34.90 dB, SSIM = 0.8684, FSIM = 0.9513),
Time = 13.89s; (g) NARM [22] (PSNR = 34.37 dB, SSIM = 0.8558, FSIM
= 0.9384), Time = 697.79s; (h) GMR (PSNR = 34.46 dB, SSIM = 0.8568,
FSIM = 0.9420), Time = 1.3s; (i) Proposed Fuzzy Rule based (PSNR = 35.07
dB, SSIM = 0.8727, FSIM = 0.9523), Time = 1.78s;

We have also carried out our experiments for the resolution
factor s = 3. The results on some of the images are displayed
in Fig. 5. The quantitative measures for resolution factor s = 3
are shown in Table II, where the proposed method performs
consistently better than the other methods.

C. Qualitative evaluation of performance

In this experiment we apply proposed algorithm to some
benchmark images whose higher resolution versions are not
available. But those images are used widely for visual com-
parison of different SR techniques. In Figure 6, we up-scale an
LR old man image with a scaling factor s = 4 with the same
parameter settings as described in Section V-A. We compare
our results with recently reported techniques, such as due to R.
Fattal [16], Glasner et al. [10] and Purkait and Chanda [20].
It is clear from the images that the results by the proposed
method are comparable to that of the recent techniques in
terms of reduced artifacts, sharp edges, and texture details.

We also compare our results with that of the other recent
techniques over different images. The proposed method is
found to produce better or at least similar result in all the
images. Results of images are shown in Fig. 7.

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS BY DIFFERENT SR METHODS (s = 2)

Images Bicubic NEDI SAI SME Topic NARM GMR Propsed
[5] [52] [19] [20] [22] sed

fire
A 38.42 42.31 43.42 43.71 43.91 43.73 42.53 43.87
B 0.9879 0.9946 0.9961 0.9945 0.9962 0.9926 0.9945 0.9964
C 0.9907 0.9965 0.9981 0.9971 0.9984 0.9966 0.9977 0.9985

KNhair
A 34.57 37.92 39.39 40.65 40.27 40.07 38.72 40.45
B 0.9502 0.9684 0.9738 0.9772 0.9736 0.9728 0.9678 0.9753
C 0.9653 0.9795 0.9842 0.9858 0.9837 0.9804 0.9787 0.9841

mickey
A 25.27 29.39 28.83 29.12 29.11 30.25 28.58 29.08
B 0.9069 0.9541 0.9569 0.9524 0.9640 0.9598 0.9530 0.9651
C 0.9453 0.9770 0.9774 0.9760 0.9862 0.9817 0.9810 0.9861

monarch
A 24.10 27.18 26.60 27.55 28.34 28.05 27.91 28.33
B 0.8883 0.9325 0.9375 0.9353 0.9366 0.9468 0.9312 0.9369
C 0.8647 0.9239 0.9323 0.9137 0.9121 0.9446 0.9083 0.9126

monarch2
A 27.82 32.42 33.16 34.53 35.55 35.92 33.96 35.32
B 0.9681 0.9879 0.9919 0.9904 0.9927 0.9897 0.9907 0.9929
C 0.9615 0.9884 0.9931 0.9920 0.9959 0.9933 0.9950 0.9959

Morocco
A 32.12 34.08 35.20 35.46 35.68 36.11 35.94 35.58
B 0.8910 0.9123 0.9235 0.9139 0.9199 0.9153 0.9168 0.9217
C 0.9401 0.9577 0.9668 0.9597 0.9608 0.9573 0.9591 0.9604

peppers
A 30.49 30.70 31.86 34.25 35.01 34.71 34.67 35.24
B 0.9467 0.9683 0.9595 0.9653 0.9876 0.9716 0.9847 0.9883
C 0.9649 0.9808 0.9797 0.9830 0.9952 0.9858 0.9944 0.9955

starfish
A 28.21 30.19 30.11 31.29 32.09 31.78 31.02 32.15
B 0.8614 0.8946 0.9086 0.9148 0.9232 0.9163 0.9059 0.9265
C 0.9238 0.9451 0.9526 0.9542 0.9588 0.9560 0.9484 0.9591

tiger
A 26.06 27.92 27.22 28.10 29.07 28.26 28.22 29.16
B 0.7820 0.8264 0.8430 0.8321 0.8529 0.8331 0.8338 0.8575
C 0.8687 0.8984 0.9114 0.9042 0.9120 0.9047 0.9002 0.9132

zebra
A 27.93 33.27 33.51 34.89 34.12 35.79 32.62 34.18
B 0.9633 0.9870 0.9861 0.9879 0.9917 0.9894 0.9888 0.9921
C 0.9556 0.9890 0.9914 0.9926 0.9958 0.9930 0.9947 0.9960

airplane
A 29.80 31.38 32.51 34.60 35.56 32.30 34.11 35.72
B 0.9626 0.9820 0.9833 0.9853 0.9906 0.9854 0.9868 0.9910
C 0.9617 0.9832 0.9883 0.9900 0.9956 0.9832 0.9933 0.9957

baboon
A 22.61 23.93 22.72 24.02 25.01 23.41 24.30 25.19
B 0.7775 0.8638 0.8566 0.8630 0.9319 0.8594 0.9034 0.9375
C 0.9086 0.9310 0.9286 0.9338 0.9770 0.9255 0.9718 0.9777

barbara
A 25.86 24.70 25.09 26.88 27.91 26.47 27.25 28.00
B 0.9089 0.8925 0.9024 0.9135 0.9369 0.9114 0.9170 0.9396
C 0.9529 0.9568 0.9632 0.9673 0.9821 0.9671 0.9809 0.9827

lenna
A 31.63 34.26 33.67 34.87 35.19 35.34 34.51 35.27
B 0.9491 0.9698 0.9645 0.9695 0.9842 0.9737 0.9798 0.9850
C 0.9701 0.9853 0.9844 0.9867 0.9956 0.9885 0.9943 0.9957

A:PSNR, B:SSIM [50], C:FSIM [51]

For more systematic subjective evaluation and comparison
of the competing methods, we have chosen a group of 14
volunteers having age ranging from 20 to 40 years. The group
is a well mixture of male and female, and is free from any
serious visual defect, like colour blindness, cataract, etc. Each
of them is asked to grade the experimental results obtained
from different methods. Each of them graded every image
blindly by assigning a rank 1 (best) to 8 (worse). If more than
one image is found to be of the same quality, as perceived by
an evaluator, the same rank is given to all those tied images.
For example, if after top two positions, three images appear
to be of the same quality then each of those three images is
graded as 4 (= (3+4+5)/3), and the grades 3 and 5 are discarded
from the grade list. The complete list of grades for this image
would then be 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 6, 7 and 8. Note that, the average
grade for tied images could be a fraction. The overall average
grade for each method is then obtained by averaging the grades
of all the images in Table I and Table II separately. Here, a
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TABLE II
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS BY DIFFERENT SR METHODS (s = 3)

Images Bicubic Soft- NARM Topic SCDL GMR Propo
Cut[13] [22] [20] [21] - sed

fire
A 35.61 36.860 38.984 37.621 39.02 37.34 39.511
B 0.9753 0.9837 0.9775 0.9835 0.9826 0.9830 0.9852
C 0.9160 0.9859 0.9851 0.9891 0.9886 0.9889 0.9917

Knhair
A 32.11 32.21 33.43 34.11 33.57 33.27 34.90
B 0.9005 0.9231 0.9150 0.9284 0.9210 0.9174 0.9363
C 0.9217 0.9359 0.9374 0.9376 0.9410 0.9309 0.9488

mickey
A 23.79 24.98 25.58 25.49 24.72 25.40 25.81
B 0.8442 0.8868 0.8898 0.9013 0.8737 0.9017 0.9128
C 0.9092 0.9292 0.9465 0.9481 0.9331 0.9481 0.9579

monarch
A 22.99 24.26 25.08 25.17 24.08 23.59 25.78
B 0.8223 0.8793 0.8988 0.8722 0.8741 0.8427 0.8883
C 0.7862 0.8464 0.8878 0.8137 0.8607 0.7734 0.8415

monarch2
A 25.12 26.93 30.60 29.57 27.96 26.27 30.11
B 0.9315 0.9625 0.9722 0.9716 0.9634 0.9599 0.9735
C 0.9348 0.9576 0.9765 0.9750 0.9688 0.9659 0.9776

Morocco
A 30.72 30.62 32.85 32.20 32.10 32.45 33.77
B 0.8576 0.8820 0.8769 0.8702 0.8756 0.8739 0.8838
C 0.8925 0.9186 0.9215 0.9121 0.9235 0.9154 0.9263

peppers
A 29.79 28.92 31.87 31.65 31.32 30.94 32.57
B 0.9482 0.9570 0.9537 0.9661 0.9509 0.9655 0.9701
C 0.9550 0.9587 0.9696 0.9775 0.9671 0.9758 0.9832

starfish
A 26.76 28.92 27.49 28.23 27.33 27.64 28.59
B 0.7609 0.9570 0.7951 0.8252 0.7949 0.8025 0.8350
C 0.8453 0.9587 0.8793 0.8834 0.8784 0.8674 0.8977

tiger
A 25.14 25.93 25.29 26.26 25.22 25.82 26.44
B 0.6815 0.7368 0.7094 0.7453 0.7139 0.7321 0.7457
C 0.7551 0.8020 0.7992 0.8212 0.8069 0.8081 0.8208

zebra
A 25.54 27.40 29.29 28.16 28.03 26.45 29.00
B 0.9245 0.9589 0.9615 0.9652 0.9556 0.9580 0.9692
C 0.9269 0.9524 0.9667 0.9654 0.9639 0.9617 0.9744

A:PSNR, B:SSIM [50], C:FSIM [51]

soft-cut [13] NARM [22] SCDL [21] Proposed
Fig. 5. Reconstructed HR images (zooming factor 3×) of starfish, mickey and
peppers images by different SR reconstruction methods. The corresponding
quantitative measures are placed in Table II.

lower average grade implies a higher rank, that means, the
method is better. The result of subjective evaluation is shown
in Tables III and IV, which suggest that our method produces
visually better results.

D. Effects of cluster size

To investigate the effect of number of rules on the system
performance, we have experimented with different number
of clusters, C, keeping other parameter settings unaltered.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 6. Comparison of results of SR techniques for Oldman image using
the proposed method over some of the state-of-arts methods. Output images
along with some cropped portions (at the bottom of each image) of different
methods are displayed. Images from top-left to bottom-right are (a) Input LR
Image, upsampled (4×) image using (b) Bicubic Interpolation, (c) Freedman
and Fattal [43], (d) Glasner et al. [10], (e) Purkait and Chanda [20], and (f)
Proposed method. It is clear from the images that proposed fuzzy rule based
technique can produce comparable results with the state-of-art methods.

TABLE III
AVERAGE GRADES FOR IMAGES IN TABLE I (2×)

Methods Bicubic NEDI SAI SME Topic NARM GMR Propsed
[5] [52] [19] [20] [22]

Average Grade 6.55 5.41 3.77 4.71 4.17 3.75 4.41 3.23

TABLE IV
AVERAGE GRADES FOR IMAGES IN TABLE II (3×)

Methods Bicubic Soft- NARM Topic SCDL GMR Proposed
Cut[13] [22] [20] [21]

Average Grade 6.51 2.84 4.68 3.73 3.30 4.41 2.59

The results are shown in the Fig. 8. The image quality
improves (though not significantly) as we increase the number
of clusters. However, it is noted that the quality does not
improve by increasing the number of cluster beyond certain
value (e.g., 100). Figure 8 also shows the time required during
the up-sampling process. Moreover, more memory is required
as we increase the number of clusters. Note that, the proposed
method can produce a good quality image even with small
number of clusters C = 25. Therefore, if the requirement is
to produce moderate quality HR images with constraints on
hardware, then the proposed method with a small number of
clusters would be a good choice, and if the requirement is to
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 7. Comparison of results of SR for Koala image using the proposed
method with other state-of-the-art methods. Output images along with some
cropped portions (at the bottom of each image) of different methods are
displayed. Images from top-left to bottom-right are upsampled (3×) images
using (a) Bicubic Interpolation, (b) Perfect Resize, (c) Glasner et al. [10],
(d) Freedman and Fattal [43], (e) Purkait and Chanda [20], and (f) Proposed
method. Perfect Resize is a commercial software for image zooming. It is clear
from the images that the proposed fuzzy rule based technique can produce
comparable results with the state-of-art methods.

produce high quality of HR images under a classic hardware
environment, then the proposed method with a large number
of clusters can be used. However, we feel that approximately
C = 100 is good enough to generate sufficiently high quality
HR images with a regular hardware. So we fix C = 100 and
perform all the experiments.

E. Effects of Regularizing parameter γ

The parameter γ (> 0) plays a crucial role to have a
stable set of trained parameters D for the fuzzy rules. A
very small value of γ may make the estimated parameters
to be ill-conditioned resulting in poor performance during
testing. On the other hand, a very high value of γ may lead
to over smoothing. In Fig. 9, we have shown the result of an
experiment with different values of γ while unaltering the other
parameters and using a sufficiently large database. Our results
reveal that with a large training set, quality of SR reconstructed
image does not depend much on this parameter. The proposed
method is found to perform the best when γ is in the interval
[1,10]. If the training data size is small the estimation of SR
image becomes an extremely ill-posed problem. In such a

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 8. Results of SR for Morocco man image with different number of
clusters. Top left to bottom right are the results with cluster number (a) 25,
(b) 50, (c) 75, (d) 100, (e) 125 and (f) 150 respectively. The corresponding
quantitative values and required time are (a)(PSNR = 35.57, SSIM = 0.9218,
FSIM = 0.9601), Time = 2.72s; (b)(PSNR = 35.61, SSIM = 0.9212, FSIM =
0.9602), Time = 3.21s; (c)(PSNR = 35.71, SSIM = 0.9220, FSIM = 0.9612),
Time = 3.86s; (d)(PSNR = 35.71, SSIM = 0.9212, FSIM = 0.9610), Time =
4.11s; (e)(PSNR = 35.73, SSIM = 0.9211, FSIM = 0.9607), Time = 4.57s;
(f)(PSNR = 35.73, SSIM = 0.9211, FSIM = 0.9609), Time = 4.91s.

case, the results would significantly depend on the regularizing
parameter γ . However, in the current problem, data base is easy
to build and the training is an offline process; hence we can
use a large amount of data. Of course, given a set of training
images, one can use the cross-validation mechanism to decide
on a desirable choice of γ . But in this context, it appears not
necessary.

We have also applied the proposed method to a video for
spatial SR, where we consider the video as a sequence of
frames and have up-sampled each frame by the proposed SR
technique. A direct application of increasing the spatial resolu-
tion of a video means converting normal video to a HD video.
More results of the proposed method along with those by
other methods can be found at http://www.isical.ac.in/%7evlrg/
sites/default/files/FuzzySR/fuzzyrulebase.html.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have proposed a fuzzy rule based scheme
for single-frame SR. We have used the TS model with
consequents expressed as a linear combination of the input
variables. An initial rule base is extracted using a multi-
variate cluster analysis (GMM). The consequent parameters
of these rules are then estimated using the LSE technique.
The antecedent as well as the consequent parameters of the
rule base thus obtained are further refined using an EM type
hybrid algorithm. We have tested the proposed scheme over
some benchmark images for single-frame SR and obtained
better or similar results compared to very recent techniques.

http://www.ononesoftware.com/products/perfect-resize/
http://www.isical.ac.in/%7evlrg/sites/default/files/FuzzySR/fuzzyrulebase.html
http://www.isical.ac.in/%7evlrg/sites/default/files/FuzzySR/fuzzyrulebase.html
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 9. Results of SR for Morocco man image with different values
of the regularizing parameter γ . Top left to bottom right are the results
with γ = (a)0.001,(b)0.01,(c)0.1,(d)1,(e)10 and ( f )100 respectively. The
corresponding quantitative values are (a)(PSNR = 33.54, SSIM = 0.8826,
FSIM = 0.9235) (b)(PSNR = 33.54, SSIM = 0.8828, FSIM = 0.9238)
(c)(PSNR = 33.67, SSIM = 0.8836, FSIM = 0.9247) (d)(PSNR = 33.77, SSIM
= 0.8838, FSIM = 0.9263) (e)(PSNR = 33.76, SSIM = 0.8834, FSIM = 0.9265)
(f)(PSNR = 33.46, SSIM = 0.8821, FSIM = 0.9257).

The proposed method is also faster than most of the state-
of-the-art SR methods. We also compare Fuzzy Rule-based
predictor with a GMR based predictor for single-frame SR.

Our method can be straightway extended to video SR
technique in two possible ways. We have already demonstrated
the use of our SR technique on individual video frame to get
SR video. The other approach would be to divide the video
into overlapping 3D blocks (instead of 2D patches for a single-
frame) and use a similar algorithm to increase the spatial as
well as temporal resolution simultaneously. Modeling the pre-
diction system using nonlinear nuro-fuzzy framework where
the parameters can be learned by using neural networks could
also be another direction of future work. We are also interested
in applying the proposed method to other image reconstruction
applications, viz. image demosaicing.

As far as our knowledge goes, this attempt is the first of
this kind of application that uses fuzzy rules in generation of
HR images. This is also an application of fuzzy rule based
system in high dimensional data. Certainly, there is a huge
space to explore more image processing applications using
the proposed approach.
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